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The process: engine specifications

• Starting Nov. 2019, we compiled a list of specifications
• Items that continue to suit our (rural VT – specific) needs:

• Mid-mount pump, 1000-gallon tank, Stainless steel body.
• Items reflecting (and anticipating) changes to our mission:

• Hopper for hazmat absorbent, Ladders through the tank.
• Items deemed safety requirements:

• Air bag and rollover protection, Automatic hose bed cover, Light tower.

• This resulted in a spreadsheet containing 121 specifications
• Ranked on a 1-3 scale:

• 3 – essential, as stated (e.g., hot-dipped galvanized frame rails).
• 2 – required, but fulfillable by appropriate substitution (e.g., Jacobs engine brake).
• 1 – useful addition, but not required (e.g., storage under the officer’s seat).



The process: proposal solicitation
• In the first round, we invited every conceivable manufacturer to 

formulate a proposal.



The process: active bidders
• In the second round, we received four complete proposals and 

worked with the salespeople to update the proposals to conform to 
our specification as much as possible.

Smeal
Snyder, NE

HME
Wyoming, MI

Rosenbauer
Lyons, SD

Toyne
Breda, IA



Assessing specification compliance

• Collectively, the committee evaluated each of the four bids.
• We compared each bidder’s proposal to our 121-item specification list.
• For each item we checked compliance and listed the page number for 

reference.
• Note: in consultation with the Chief, the committee decided to evaluate and 

score the proposals before knowing the final bid prices (or discounts).
• We felt it was important to first assess which bidder had best met our needs 

before knowing the prices.



Proposal scoring

• We used the following procedure to score each proposal.
• We went item by item and assessed how well each manufacturer fulfilled the 

specification. Here we used a 0 to 3 scale.
• 0s were assigned to bids that simply failed to fulfill the requirement.
• 1s were assigned to bids that partially fulfilled the requirement.
• 2s indicated satisfying the requirement.
• 3s were assigned to bids that substantially exceeded the requirement.

• We multiplied scores by weights and summed across the 121 items to get an 
aggregate score for each proposal.

• Note: our final scoring is robust to various other weighting schemes.



The results of our assessment

Smeal HME Toyne Rosenbauer

Score (raw sum) 514 533 543 569

Score (normalized) 90 94 95 100

Gross bid $780,712 $711,670 $750,923 $676,712

Discount for cash ($17,000) ($17,125) ($16,784) ($20,465)

Net bid $763,712 $694,545 $734,139 $656,247



Our recommendation
• After reviewing all the information, our choice was unanimous:



Finances



Thank you for your consideration and continued support.


